DM (Ephesos)
Can I have the recap please?
Lanrezac
We met one of bandit lords of Sarden, Trassak. After testing our skill in a surreal chess match (in which we proved we were more competent than the dice usually imply us to be), Trassak considered employing as information finders. Then assassins attacked him, claiming to be from rival crimelord Rikkla. We saved Trassak, only to have Rikkla show up, claiming Trassak sent assassins to kill her. Neither would listen to us when we pointed that they were obviously being set up by a third party. We quickly vacated the premised to avoid getting caught in a gang war and to pursue a suspicious lacewing who may or may not be part of my secret lacewing ninja army. Just as we reach the ominous lacewing, chaos erupted.
Kundak
Lanrezac was prepared for this. :P
DM (Ephesos)
Yep, that just about sums up session 8 right there.
(So, before we begin, a point of order. For the purposes of this final session, all once-daily abilities have recharged and can be used.)
Lanrezac
Yay!
DM (Ephesos)
As the smoke clears, there is no sign of the lacewing in the alley. The sounds of battle ring out behind you.
(Go.)
Lanrezac
"Let's get away from the gang war!"
Vitze
"We agree again!"
Lanrezac
"Didn't Trassak there were disturbances in the western part of town?"
Kundak
"Womp womp."
Nixak
I look around for any signs of the lacewing.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Perception)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Perception)
Boregloaf
"All right, if we can't spot any sign of the lacewing around here, I guess we head west."
Nixak
"Up the alley then?"
Lanrezac
"You want to lead, Boregloaf? You're the toughest of us."
DM (Ephesos)
(Alley = east)
Boregloaf
"Sure."
Nixak
"Cause there is was someone screaming at the end of the ally I think."
Lanrezac
"Oh? Then we ought to check that first." I hustle up the alley.
Vitze
"Why didn't you say so?" I sprint down the alley.
Boregloaf
I follow.
Nixak
I follow.
DM (Ephesos)
You pelt eastward down the alley, and come to something of an intersection between four buildings. You're still firmly in "dingy alley" territory here, but at least there's a little more breathing room.
Kundak
I follow.
DM (Ephesos)
A little ways down the alley to your right, you spot a corpse on the ground, with a throwing knife sticking rather prominently out of it.
Nixak
I grab the knife as we go by the body.
Lanrezac
(What kind of corpse? And are there any possible attacks in sight?)
Boregloaf
I examine the body.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Perception)
Lanrezac
...LOL.
Vitze
(I told you he's working with Zarusa. :P)
Lanrezac
(Foiled again! I and Zarusa and my lacewing ninja army might have conquered Mote if you hadn't caught on...)
Kundak
"I think this guy can wait for us. Let's go."
DM (Ephesos)
The corpse is that of a dwarf, probably just a run-of-the-mill thief. The knife, however, is interesting. There is a green spiral painted on the pommel, and there are scorch-marks around where the knife struck.
Lanrezac
"South! Quickly!"
Vitze
I run south.
Nixak
I follow.
Boregloaf
I follow.
Lanrezac
"Someone's screaming about...Chak-Tha!"
Boregloaf
"Who?"
Vitze
"Who's Chaktha?"
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (History)
Lanrezac
"Umm...let me think..."
DM (Ephesos)
The sounds of screams and panic increase in volume as you sprint south, and you think you can glimpse movement.
Lanrezac
"No idea."
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (History)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
Vitze
As we approach, I cast Disappearance.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
You pass by two more corpses before you can spot the lacewing, still shrouded in black.
Boregloaf
I push my way to the front of the group.
Nixak
Are we close enough to hit it with a blank slate?
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing is still fleeing resolutely south, checking the side-alleys as it goes. You can see that you're coming to a dead end soon, at what appears to be a ruined building.
(You are close enough to try, yes.)
Nixak
Blank Slate.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kundak
I cast True Sight on the ruined building.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Lanrezac
I try to hit the lacewing with a locking spell to halt or slow him, as I continue pursuing.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing seems to be unaffected by either spell.
Vitze
I keep chasing.
Boregloaf
Streetwise to look for a way to catch up to the lacewing.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Streetwise)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze kinda sorta disappears maybe halfway.
Kundak
I whisper, "I sense a basement in the ruined building. If we end up losing the lacewing we can look there."
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing turns to notice you as the first volley of spells fails to take effect. It yells back at you.
Chak-Tha
"None shall stop Chak-Tha's work!"
Kundak
"...except for us."
Lanrezac
"Sliros can!" I yell back.
(still running after the dude)
Nixak
I try compulsion on it. "Come and face us instead of running away."
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
It throws a knife, one which catches the still somewhat translucent Vitze for 4 damage. Then it explodes in a ring of fire, dealing 3 damage to everyone.
It ignores the compulsion and continues running.
Lanrezac
"Dude! That's cool...but painful."
Kundak
"Totally."
Vitze
"Bad move!" I cast Corrosion on the lacewing without stopping.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Lanrezac
I cast quartz aegis on myself as I keep chasing.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Kundak
I cast Heal on Vitze.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak spends a stamina to heal Vitze for 6, as Lanrezac's shield flickers to life.
Kundak
(...and Kundak is getting low on Stamina.)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze's corrosion spell just barely catches the edge of Chak-Tha's cloak, and you hear a loud hiss.
Lanrezac
"Kundak! You're looking tired!" I pause to breath as I run. "Do you need a stamina potion?"
Nixak
Is the lacewing still looking down the side allies?
Kundak
"I'm good for now, thank you."
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing is now just putting distance between you and it.
Lanrezac
I try to catch the lacewing in another locking spell before it gets away.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Lanrezac
(NOOOOOOOOO!)
Nixak
I try to hit it with another blank slate.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac attempts to put a locking spell around Chak-Tha, but the spell misfires, producing a wall of force placed... right in front of the party.
Everyone slams into the wall (no damage) and is knocked prone. Chak-Tha continues running south.
Boregloaf
"Oh, come on!"
Lanrezac
I remove the wall.
And start running again.
DM (Ephesos)
The plane of force vanishes.
Lanrezac
"Sorry about that, guys!"
Kundak
"If someone wants this to be more comical, I can make us trip on marbles."
Nixak
"I don't think we are going to win this race, lets just keep him in sight."
Vitze
I resume running, and silently hate Lanrezac.
Boregloaf
"Why don't you make the lacewing trip on marbles? That would be more helpful."
Perception for a way to cut the lacewing off.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Lanrezac
"Amen, Boregloaf!"
Kundak
"Might be difficult..."
I attempt to cast marble avalanche on the lacewing.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Kundak
(If this doesn't work this means we'll have to run over the marbles.)
Lanrezac
I prepare myself to fly over the marbles on the ground when we get to them.
Vitze
I cast Ossicifaction on the lacewing's cloak, to make it heavier.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
(Just fyi, you might want to let actions resolve before you pile like seven on. :P)
Kundak conjures marbles beneath the lacewing's feet, causing it to slips behind the edge of a building.
Vitze
(Sorry. I meant for my action to complement Kundak's, in a one-two punch kind of way)
DM (Ephesos)
When you round the edge of that same building, you see no sign of the lacewing. You're at an intersection with buildings along the left, an alley off to the right, and the ruined building straight ahead.
Boregloaf
Perception for any sign of the lacewing.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Perception)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Perception)
Vitze
Illusion check: is any of this scene illusory?
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Magic: Illusion)
Kundak
I cast True Sight on the buildings to the left.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
The scene appears normal, and none of you see any sign of the lacewing.
Boregloaf
"Ruined building, then?"
Kundak
"Uh...definitely not the building to the left. That's where the shady ladies are."
Lanrezac
(Did we hear anything? Screams or whatever?)
DM (Ephesos)
(No screams.)
Nixak
"Shady ladies?"
Lanrezac
"Hmm...sure. You said there's a basement, right Kundak?"
Kundak
"Whores, women of the night, prostitutes, etc."
Vitze
"Some of my best friends are prostitutes."
Boregloaf
I head for the ruined building.
Kundak
"Yes, there's a basement in the ruined building back there aways."
Lanrezac
I follow the leader.
DM (Ephesos)
There is an obvious set of cellar doors on the ruined building.
They are closed.
Nixak
I follow Boregloaf.
Lanrezac
"Shall we descend?"
Vitze
I try the doors. Are they locked?
DM (Ephesos)
The doors are unlocked.
Vitze
"Down, guys?"
Boregloaf
I open the cellar doors and look inside.
Kundak
"Why not?"
Nixak
Can I use my mind read to sense if there are minds in the cellar?
Kundak
I try to cast True Sight into the cellar.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
You can see torchlight flickering inside, but can't see what's down there owing to the bad angles.
(Sure, Nixak.)
Nixak
Mind read on the...cellar.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Kundak
"Chak-Tha is in there guys...they're doing a ritual. Be prepared for comat!"
Nixak
"I don't sense anyone down there."
Lanrezac
Before I enter the steps, I cast Mystic Trumpet around the cellar entrance. I don't want anyone ambushing us from behind.
Vitze
If I can cast Disappearance again, I do so.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Lanrezac
"Seriously? Great."
Boregloaf
"Everyone ready?"
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze kinda sorta doesn't really actually disappear.
Lanrezac
I pause to murmur a quick prayer to Sliros.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Religion)
Vitze
"Yeah, sure."
Nixak
I pull out my stamina potion and drink it.
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak regains 3 stamina as he chugs the potion.
Lanrezac
"Kundak, could you tell who or what Chak-Tha is?"
Kundak
"Sorry, the vision wasn't detailed enough."
"Whatever it is, it's probably not friendly."
Nixak
I then wash down the stamina potion with one of my healing potions.
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak regains 6hp.
Vitze
"Well, whoever he is, let's go ruin his afternoon."
Boregloaf
"All right, let's finish this and go home."
I jump into the cellar with my sword drawn.
Lanrezac
I follow.
Vitze
I jump down after Boregloaf, but don't draw my knife until after I land.
DM (Ephesos)
You descend into a dingy, rubble-strewn basement, and are surprised to find a fully-outfitted ritual circle, with candles lit all around the periphery. Chak-Tha is already in the center, chanting something in a language you don't understand.
Of course, in this case "chanting" and "pointing several knives at you" are not mutually exclusive.
DM (Ephesos)
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DM (Ephesos)
# = wall
A = Chak-Tha
o = ritual circle
^ = stairs leading out
* = torch
1 = Boregloaf
2 = Lanrezac
3 = Nixak
4 = Kundak
5 = Vitze
Lanrezac
Perception on Chak-Tha.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Perception)
Vitze
Could you describe Chah-Tha?
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha is a lacewing of nondescript height, nondescript weight, and wearing a nondescript black cloak. However, you can also see a very prominent bandolier studded with dozens of knives, several leather pouches, and a black sash with a green spiral emblazoned on it.
Nixak
(Whisper to Kundak) "Keep an eye on the entry way to make sure that lacewing doesn't surprise us"
Kundak
(Is the ritual circle flammable?)
Vitze
Whisper: "I think this is the lacewing."
DM (Ephesos)
It is also very angry at you, and decides to express this anger with another dagger.
Lanrezac is hit this time, even with his shield. He takes 3 damage, and the dagger explodes in another cloud of flame, injuring everyone for 2 damage.
Lanrezac
"You are Chak-Tha?" I call. "What are you doing???"
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha continues chanting, pausing briefly to bellow.
Then the chanting resumes, and Chak-Tha assumes a defensive stance.
Chak-Tha
"I am doing his work!"
Boregloaf
"Is this really the time for talking?"
Vitze
"There's only one person who can burn me and get away with it, and it's sure as hells not you." I advance to H6, and cast Corrosion on one of the pouches in his belt.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kundak
(Remind me if any of you need healing during the fight)
Lanrezac
"Who's work? Sliros won't allow this destruction to continue!"
Boregloaf
Move to F6 and attack.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Nixak
I use compulsion on the Chak-Tha, "Answer our questions."
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Kundak
I cast Marble Avalanche on Chak-Tha, being careful to not let the marbles form near Boregloaf.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha expertly ducks Boregloaf's wild swings, but Vitze manages to corrode one of the pouches on its belt, which explodes. The lacewing barely manages to keep chanting.
Lanrezac
I remain where I am, and after waiting to see the others attack, I try a locking spell on the bugger.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Marbles do indeed fly around Chak-Tha, and it slips backward into D7 in what turns into a very intentional maneuver. E6 is now full of marbles.
Lanrezac
I try to sense what kind of ritual is going on, too.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Magic)
DM (Ephesos)
By the time Lanrezac casts the spell, Chak-Tha is no longer standing where it was.
Chak-Tha chants particularly loudly for a moment, and part of the ritual circle begins to glow.
Vitze
"Boregloaf, break the circle!"
DM (Ephesos)
This is followed by a long, vicious knife that flies straight at Vitze, pinning her to the stone wall and dealing 5 damage.
Lanrezac
"Some kind of teleportation is at work! Break the circle!"
DM (Ephesos)
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Boregloaf
I try to rub out the glowing section of the circle.
(Roll?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, roll.)
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kundak
I cast Heal on Vitze.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Lanrezac
I try to disrupt the circle.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Magic: Abjuration)
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf scratches at the circle, with no success. Lanrezac's magic is similarly unable to crack the ritual.
Kundak heals Vitze for 7 at no cost.
Lanrezac
"Bah! You there, Chak-Tha, whose work are doing?"
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
(Vitze can try to save against being pinned.)
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Saving Throw)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze struggles to dislodge the knife, but cannot. It's wedged down into the stone, and it deals another 2 damage to her.
Vitze
(How, exactly, is a knife pinning me to a stone wall? :P)
Lanrezac
(LOL!)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha does not answer, and only continues chanting.
Nixak
I focus my mind and project it at Chak-Tha with more compulsion. "Stop chanting and tell us who you are summoning."
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha shouts out another verse of chanting, and flings a knife at Boregloaf, dealing 5 damage. Thankfully, this knife does nothing interesting.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 3)
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Vitze
Can I cast spells while pinned?
DM (Ephesos)
(Yeah, did you want to take an action?)
Vitze
(Eh, I'll act now.)
(Don't worry about it.)
Lanrezac
I move to H5 and attempt to free Vitze from the knife.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Nixak
I give Booming the mental command to go the the cellar door and boom if anyone enters.
Lanrezac
(Remember, I put alarm wards around the cellar door already)
Nixak
(At least Booming will be safe.)
Vitze
I keep trying to free myself, and cast Corrosion to break the ritual circle.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Saving Throw)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Lanrezac
...
Kundak
I attempt to confuse Chak-Tha by summoning an imp into the middle of the ritual circle.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Lanrezac
(Way to go on that imp-summoning! :) )
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac tugs on the knife to no avail, but Vitze dislodges it herself, managing to withdraw the knife without any further damage. However, the knife is pretty much unusable.
Boregloaf
Attack Chak-Tha again.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Booming skitters over to the cellar door and waits.
Vitze's spell splatters on the ritual circle, and there is the hiss of acid as it seems to take some of the luster off of the runes.
Lanrezac
"Way to go, Vitze! Keep it up!"
DM (Ephesos)
A rather large, irritated-looking imp appears in F5. Chak-Tha doesn't bat an eye.
Chak-Tha dodges Boregloaf's swings yet again.
The imp shouts out in a broken version of your language.
Imp
"What in krzzbat this?"
Nixak
I turn from Booming back to Chak-Tha and try to enter his mind with a mind duel.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kundak
"That's what we're trying to figure out."
Lanrezac
"Kundak, ask the imp if it knows who or what Chak-Tha is."
Kundak
"Yeah, do you know what this lacewing is doing, Imp?"
Imp
"Who the krzzbat you?"
Kundak
"A great master of conjuration. I just summoned you for my purposes."
Kundak
(I'm such a liar.)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha, in one clean swipe, clips one of the imp's wings off. It roars in pain as it tumbles to the ground. Then the lacewing continues chanting.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 4)
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Nixak
"I cannot get in his mind, its to focused right now. Try to distract him in anyway that you can."
Kundak
"Oh great...now that imp can't claw Chak-Tha's face out."
Lanrezac
(What direction is Chuck...I mean Chak-Tha facing?)
DM (Ephesos)
(East/right)
Lanrezac
I flit behind Chak-Tha to D5 and attempt to give him a solid whack.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Vitze
I wait until Lanrezac is clear, and cast Corrosion on one of Chak-Tha's pouches again.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Boregloaf
I see what Lanrezac is doing and try to distract the lacewing by attacking again.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Kundak
I command the Imp to get revenge on Chak-Tha, in whatever way it sees fit.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Lanrezac
...Ooooh.
DM (Ephesos)
As Lanrezac darts behind Chak-Tha, the lacewing spins, deflecting both Boregloaf and Lanrezac's attacks.
However, Vitze manages to melt another of the lacewing's pouches, splattering unpleasantly on its legs.
Then, the imp claws at Chak-Tha, missing entirely.
Kundak
(Aw...)
DM (Ephesos)
In its rage, it breathes a cloud of fire into Chak-Tha's face, which does not miss.
Kundak
(Yeah...)
Lanrezac
Lanrezac cheers.
Nixak
I move to C3 and cast another mind duel on Chak-Tha once the others have tried to distract him.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
With a disgusted look on its face, Chak-Tha stops chanting for the briefest of moments. This allows the lacewing to both pin the imp to the ceiling with a dagger, and to strike Kundak with a dagger of the firey-explosion variety. Kundak takes 4 damage, and then he and Nixak both take 3 fire damage.
The imp howls in pain and vanishes in a puff of ash.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 5)
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Vitze
"Spread out, guys!" I move to D8, grab the torch on the south wall as I go by, and throw it at the lacewing, trying to set its massive black cloak on fire.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Nixak
I use my mind to try to locate the source that is helping/protecting Chak-Tha.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Kundak
I cast Heal on myself.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak heals himself for 6, at the cost of 1 stamina.
Boregloaf
Attack
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze grabs the torch and flings it at Chak-Tha, who fails to anticipate the thrown scenery. The ensuing dodge is messy and incomplete, and the torch awkwardly bounces off of the lacewing's arm.
Boregloaf takes advantage of this and finally gets around Chak-Tha's daggers, landing a powerful slash.
Chak-Tha howls in pain, and draws new daggers.
Lanrezac
"Sliros, I need an assist with this murderer," I mutter as I slip back to H5. I spend a stamina to cast Zummi's Lesser Scramble to attempt to unpredictably disrupt Chak-Tha's ritual.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Nixak
I remove the blinding bomb, pull the pin (if there is one) and throw it at Chak-Tha.
DM (Ephesos)
(There is no pin, but okay.)
Lanrezac
(There is no spoon)
Nixak
(Just making sure.)
Vitze
(Oh, hey, we still have those!)
DM (Ephesos)
What ensues is... bewildering. Lanrezac retreats, and you all glimpse a flicker of energy around the circle, before it erupts in sparks, burning both Chak-Tha and Boregloaf (who takes 6 damage).
Chak-Tha shrieks at you, its voice almost unearthly.
Chak-Tha
"You!!!"
DM (Ephesos)
Then, Nixak lobs the blinding bomb, and it is somehow amplified by the disrupted circle. The entire room fills with glittering dust, and you are all blinded.
Lanrezac
"Hah! Abjuration is good for something!"
Kundak
"I can taste the colors!"
Lanrezac
"Uh-oh."
DM (Ephesos)
When the sparkles fade and your vision returns, you are alone in the room. The circle lies broken and inert.
However, there is now a blood-red flower sitting in the middle of the ritual circle.
Lanrezac
"Did I do that?"
Percpetion on the flower.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Nixak
I call out, "Booming, to me."
Vitze
Illusion check on the room.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Illusion)
Lanrezac
"His teleportation must have worked...he didn't leave via the entrance, else my ward should have gone off."
I approach to pick up the flower.
DM (Ephesos)
The flower appears to be a lily, blood-red.
When Lanrezac goes to touch the flower, it disintegrates into a cloud of red pollen, scattering itself across the room. It smells... unpleasant.
Vitze
I cover my face with my hands, and stop breathing.
Lanrezac
As I try to vacant the room and the smell, I try to recall any meaning for such a thing (history, then religion).
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (History)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Religion)
Lanrezac
...
Vitze
Another illusion check, on the walls.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Magic: Illusion)
Nixak
I stay in the room and look at what once was the lily, blood draining from my face.
Vitze
"I think there's an illusion on the south wall."
DM (Ephesos)
(Are people still not breathing?)
(You're going to have to roll if you really want to not breathe.)
Vitze
I pull my shirt over my face, and breath through it.
Nixak
(I'm in to much shock to stop breathing.)
Kundak
I try not to breathe.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak holds his breath.
Lanrezac
"I knew I'd seen one of those before! Well, in a book, I mean. Blood lilies are associated with worship of Kyrophius! Which could be bad."
Vitze
I walk to the south wall of the room, and start tapping it with a throwing knife.
"Some of my best friends are Kyrophians, too."
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze quickly finds a section of illusory wall in the back of the room.
Behind it is a small chamber with a wooden ladder leading up to a trapdoor.
Vitze
"Up, guys? Or are you scared of my friends?"
Nixak
"My...my dream." I mumble with a blank look on my face.
Lanrezac
"Nixak, are you all right?"
DM (Ephesos)
You think you can hear more screams up through the trapdoor.
Vitze
"Fine, no discussion. Follow me!"
I climb the ladder.
Kundak
I cast True Sight on the trapdoor before following Vitze.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Lanrezac
"Duty calls!" I hold my breath and flit through the room to follow Vitze up the ladder!
Kundak
After failing, I follow Vitze.
Nixak
"I...I'm not alright." I mutter and just stand there dumbly.
Lanrezac
(Following Vitze often leads to failing...)
Vitze
When I reach the top, I throw the trapdoor open dramatically and step out.
Lanrezac
I pause to grab Nixak and try to drag him with me (strength roll?)
DM (Ephesos)
You charge up through the trapdoor into what appears to be a rickety shop, which appears to have been very recently abandoned. There is a corpse a few feet from the trapdoor.
You can hear screams from outside in the street.
Kundak
I start breathing again.
Vitze
Is there a window I can look out onto the street?
DM (Ephesos)
You've all still got pollen on you, but at least you didn't breathe any of it (except for Nixak).
Lanrezac
I, too, breath normally (Did I get Nixak out of there?)
Nixak
I let Lanrezac drag me with little resistance.
Lanrezac
As we engage in an awkward pause, I ruminate. "Wow. So, maybe, just maybe, some of those stories I heard growing up about lacewing conspiracies working for Kyrophius were...true? History in the making, folks."
Vitze
"I'd like to stress that not all Kyrophians are part of secret assassination conspiracies. Apparently some of us weren't invited."
Lanrezac
"No Vitze, you probably weren't reliable enough to be included."
Nixak
I move over to a place and slump down to the floor, still trying to assimilate having seen the flower.
Lanrezac
I try to get Booming to boom at Nixak. (Roll of some sort?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, you would need to roll for that.)
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
BOOM
Lanrezac
"Nixak, focus!"
Nixak
I blink.
DM (Ephesos)
There is a window in this shop, and looking out you can see a panicked-looking crowd milling around. There are plenty of screams.
Lanrezac
"Nixak, are you with us?"
Boregloaf
"We need to keep moving, everybody."
Vitze
I run outside. Streetwise to figure out why they're panicked/screaming.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Streetwise)
Nixak
(Muttered) "Why here, why now? It's been so long.."
DM (Ephesos)
The screams of "Chak-Tha!" are pretty clear.
Vitze
To the crowd: "Which way did he go?" (Another roll for this?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, since nobody's about to stop and answer you.)
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Streetwise)
Lanrezac
I haul Nixak up, and then try to figure out where the screams are coming from.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
There is vague pointing to the southeast, past a few merchant stalls into another alley.
Vitze
"This way, guys!" I run that way, and look for signs of Chak-Tha as I go.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
Nixak
I allow myself to be hauled still muttering about the lily, the sun and dreams.
DM (Ephesos)
The screams are everywhere, and it sounds like some of the battle between Rikkla and Trassak's gangs might be spilling over into the rest of the city.
However, the crowd is dense and panicked. Crossing will require a bit of effort.
Lanrezac
I follow as quickly as possible while shepherding the catatonic Nixak. I try to getting Booming to boom at him to wake up.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
(Dex check, whole party, go.)
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Dexterity)
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Dexterity)
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Dexterity)
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Dexterity)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Dexterity)
Boregloaf
(I rock. :p)
Lanrezac
...
DM (Ephesos)
Somewhat unsurprisingly, Boregloaf charges ahead, clearing a path for the rest of you to follow. You fly past some merchant stands, and break down an alley to the south.
You catch sight of Chak-Tha, as it is clear that it did not expect you to catch up so quickly.
Vitze
I take advantage of the surprise to cast Corrosion on him.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing throws a pair of daggers back at you. One of them actually misses, but the other catches the unaware Nixak for 5 damage.
Vitze answers with a Corrosion spell, catching the fleeing lacewing in the back.
Lanrezac
I try follow up Vitze attack with a locking spell on Chak-Tha.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Vitze
I chase after it.
DM (Ephesos)
The locking spell momentarily trips up Chak-Tha, but it quickly recovers and continues sprinting.
Kundak
I give chase after Chak-Tha as well.
Boregloaf
I follow.
Lanrezac
I keep tugging Nixak along as fast as I can.
Vitze
I chase, too.
DM (Ephesos)
You come to something of an intersection, with buildings on all sides, save for that of another ruin on your right.
Chak-Tha ducks into the ruin and vanishes.
You are left alone in the alley.
Kundak
I cast True Sight on the ruins.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Lanrezac
...
Kundak
...
Vitze
I hand Boregloaf my healing potion. "I expect you to work this off."
Nixak
I stand there holding my chest where the dagger caught me with a blank look still on my face.
Kundak
"Guys, there's another ritual circle in there. We need to move, fast!"
Lanrezac
I try to cast a shield on the apparently still dazed Nixak.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Lanrezac
...
DM (Ephesos)
The shield fizzles.
Lanrezac
Moving on, I join the others in hurrying to enter the next cellar.
Kundak
I follow the group near the back.
Vitze
I enter the building.
Boregloaf
"Just what the heck is he trying to do here anyway?!"
DM (Ephesos)
You can't find a door.
Lanrezac
...
DM (Ephesos)
Or rather, you can't find a door to the basement.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Vitze
Illusion check on the wall.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Magic: Illusion)
Nixak
I shuffle along behind the others out of habit muttering about "breaking" and "soul."
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac starts poking around, as does Vitze. Neither finds an entrance or an illusion.
Kundak
I look for an entrance as well.
Vitze
Perception, focused on the spot where I last saw the lacewing.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Perception)
Lanrezac
I try to cast Zummi's Lesser Scramble...on the building, to try to disrupt any hidden spells affecting us/the entrance.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Still nothing. There are no spells active on the entrance.
Vitze
"Excuse me for a moment, guys."
I turn south.
Boregloaf
I examine the wall too.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Perception)
Lanrezac
"Okay...what are we missing here?"
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf does enough forceful kicking to dislodge a large piece of rubble, revealing a trapdoor.
Nixak
I grab the closest party member to me by the shoulders and look them straight in the eyes, "If I don't break it it will break me."
Awareness seems to be returning to me.
Lanrezac
"Break WHAT, Nixak? What is breaking?"
Nixak
I look at Lanrezac and smile, "I am, just like the Oracle warned me."
Lanrezac
I look blankly at him. "I must have missed that...uh, care to explain?"
"Oh, um, and where is Vitze?"
I open the trap door.
DM (Ephesos)
The trap door opens, and you can hear loud chanting. Most likely Chak-Tha's.
Nixak
I look around at what is going on around me like seeing it for the first time.
Lanrezac
"Chak-Tha, we're coming!" I cry as I descend, hoping the others follow.
Nixak
At hearing the chanting I turn and rush to the trapdoor and descend.
Vitze
I run back to the group. "Attackers! Look out!"
DM (Ephesos)
You descend into another ruin, and are not very surprised to find yet another ritual circle that is fully prepped. And once more, Chak-Tha is standing at the center.
DM (Ephesos)
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Lanrezac
"Vitze, who did you urge them to attack this time?," I sigh.
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha seems to appreciate the advance warning, and flings a knife at Lanrezac.
Lanrezac
(So much for being dramatic :P )
DM (Ephesos)
The knife is another one of the very sharp variety, and it pins Lanrezac to the wall, dealing 6 damage in the process.
Vitze
"They're behind us! And they were clearly planning to attack before I even saw them."
Lanrezac
"Heal me!"
Nixak
I try to reverse my Mind Barrier spell and use it to remove any protections Chak-Tha has on his mind.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
The spell is a little too complex to be reversed so simply, and it fizzles.
Vitze
Once I'm down the trapdoor, I cast Disappearance.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Lanrezac
I struggle to pull out the knife (save roll) and then try to scramble Chak-Tha's magic again (Lesser Scramble roll).
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Saving Throw)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Kundak
"Sorry, Lanrezac! I've got to save my strength here!" I move to I9, and cast Rain of the Swordfish on Chak-Tha.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Kundak
(Good thing that wasn't a healing spell)
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac yanks out the knife with a flourish, managing to avoid damaging himself in the process. However, perhaps on account of the gaping shoulder wound, the spell fails.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha slices the swordfish as they fall, its knife catching fire as it goes. Charred pieces of fish spray back at you.
Lanrezac
"Save for what??? I'm dying here!"
"I'll give you a stamina potion if you need it!"
Kundak
"Fine, but I'll need the potion first!"
Lanrezac
"Come get it!"
Boregloaf
I toss Lanrezac a healing potion, use the other one, and move to E7 to attack.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Lanrezac
I lean against the wall still shocked by knife-blow.
Kundak
(Ooh... that's gonna leave a mark.)
Lanrezac
(Goooo Boregloaf!)
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf regains 6 hp as she spins and draws a long gash along Chak-Tha's arm. The lacewing bellows as it turns to attack you.
Boregloaf
(We need to find better healing potions for the next campaign. :P )
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha flings another dagger at Nixak (5 damage), and this one explodes, catching everyone but Boregloaf for 3 additional fire damage.
Vitze
"Spread out!"
(Did my invisibility spell succeed?)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze disappears, albeit smoldering.
Then, in a strange display, Chak-Tha composes itself, chanting more quietly as it adopts a more solid defensive stance.
Then, the long gash Boregloaf made on the lacewing's arm closes.
Lanrezac
As blood pours from my formerly-pinned-to-the-wall shoulder wound, I mutter "Spread out. Sure. I'd love to..." sarcastically.
DM (Ephesos)
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Vitze
I shove past Lanrezac, move to I4, and cast Glamorous Entourage on the lacewing, disguising it as myself.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Vitze
(Oh damn)
Lanrezac
I hand a stamina elixir to Kundak, glug the healing one Boregloaf gave me, then move to F4 and try to scramble Chak-Tha again.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze's invisibility spell wears off, just as an angry-looking dwarf and elf thunder into the basement.
Lanrezac gains 6 hp, and begins trying to disrupt the circle.
Nixak
I focus my mind to that of the canopy drake and use the Tenacity of Korossos.
I then pull my pack around to look in it and pull out the silver scepter, holding on to it with both hands.
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak focuses his energy and regains 10hp.
Vitze
I turn to Chak-Tha, and point at the new arrivals. "Kill them!" Bluff:
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (Bluff)
Vitze
(*facepalm*)
DM (Ephesos)
The new arrivals snarl and charge at Vitze.
Lanrezac
(ahahahahaha!)
(Aim for the eyebrows!)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha points in Vitze's general direction and shouts.
Chak-Tha
"You will not betray his cause!"
Kundak
I drain the stamina potion and move to G4.
Then I spend a stamina and fire off a group heal.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak regains 3 stamina, and the group is healed for 6.
Lanrezac
I smile now that my shoulder no longer has such a gaping hole, at least for the moment...
Kundak
"Phew."
Boregloaf
I snarl at Chak-Tha (intimidate) and attack again.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Intimidate)
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Lanrezac
"Uh, whose cause?"
DM (Ephesos)
The intimidation fails, but the attacking does not. Boregloaf leaves another bloody wound on Chak-Tha's person.
The dwarf and elf, both wielding shortswords, lash out at the now painfully-visible Vitze, totally ignoring the knife-wielding, partially-on-fire, loudly-chanting lacewing.
Vitze takes 7 damage as they shout.
Cromkians
"You thief! We warned you not to cross us!"
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha takes the opportunity to chant even louder, and slash at Boregloaf for 5 damage.
DM (Ephesos)
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DM (Ephesos)
D = dwarf
E = elf
Nixak
"I scream out in anger and fury, "No one enters my mind!"
Boregloaf
Use the belt, if I still have it for today.
DM (Ephesos)
Yep, you do. No damage.
(You also still have your perk, since it recharged.)
Lanrezac
"Sliros, I don't know what this guy's doing for Kyrophius, but surely doesn't help avenge the murder of Hakkel and the Querans. Lend me your aid." I continue casting Zummi's Lesser Scramble.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Lanrezac
(...Bah, humbug.)
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac makes a little more progress on unraveling the circle... but not much progress.
Kundak
I summon a sprinkle of Swordfish above Chak-tha's head.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
(Um, I feel like this is a pointless reminder, but everyone who is not Nixak still has Khashen's Blessing.)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha ends up spraying more cooked fish back at Kundak.
Nixak
I scream wildly at Chak-Tha pointing the scepter at him and cast mind duel.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Nixak
"STAY OUT OF MY HEAD!"
Kundak
(Whoa)
Vitze
I move to G8, and cast Alteration on the Elf's and the Drarf's weapons, turning them to lead. Spend a stamina.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Kundak
I pause and stare at the fish chunks. "Really, I should stop fighting and just open up a seafood resturaunt down here."
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha staggers at Nixak's challenge, but quickly regains its composure.
Vitze
"These guys are trying to kill me! Be witty later!"
DM (Ephesos)
For a moment, however, the chanting stops, and the circle grows dimmer.
Vitze's spell fizzles, and the newcomers snarl.
(Stamina is still spent.)
Nixak
I call out to no one, "I will find you and kill you for today! I swear it!"
Lanrezac
I raise my eyebrows at Nixak, then look smugly at Vitze.
Boregloaf
I pull out one of the poisoned daggers and swing at the lacewing with both weapons and a roar. (Use perk on the first roll)
Boregloaf
Longsword:
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Boregloaf
Dagger:
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf misses with the dagger, but the huge roar is enough to land a deep cut across the lacewing's abdomen.
Chak-Tha rolls with the momentum of the strike, falling back into C7 before throwing another knife at Boregloaf's leg, pinning the goblin to the ground and dealing 7 damage.
Chak-Tha follows it up with another flaming dagger cast at Nixak and Kundak, shouting at Nixak as it does so.
Chak-Tha
"I will do whatever is asked!"
DM (Ephesos)
The knife catches Nixak's shoulder for 5 damage, then explodes for 4 more fire damage, catching him slightly on fire.
The dwarf and elf charge across the room, totally ignoring the exploding knives and general battle, slashing at Vitze for 8 more damage.
DM (Ephesos)
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Lanrezac
Perception on Chak-Tha: how's he holding up?
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Chak-Tha)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha is still chanting, and still rolling with the attacks. It shows no sign of stopping.
Boregloaf
Roll to unpin myself:
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (Saving Throw)
Kundak
I cast a healing spell on Vitze.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kundak
(Woo!)
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf yanks the knife free, as Kundak heals Vitze for 12 at no cost.
Boregloaf
"Vitze, do you want any help?"
Nixak
I move to I6 and mind duel the other presence in Chak-Tha mind spending 6 stamina to do it. "I will break you!" I scream.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Lanrezac
...6 STAMINA, Nixak???
Vitze
I stagger, as though the last blow had nearly killed me, and address the elf and the dwarf. "I see now. I can't beat you. I thought I could pay it back my own way. . . I thought doing good would help. But now I see I can't escape. You can kill me where I stand now, or you can wait until I've finished my penance by killing this assassin, I don't care. If you let me finish, I'll come peacefully when it's done." Khashen's blessing to roll 20 on the Diplomacy check.
Lanrezac
(I'm surprised Vitze used Diplomacy and not bluff...)
Boregloaf
Also, seeing that Vitze seems to have everything under control, I swing at the lacewing again.
Longsword:
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Boregloaf
Dagger:
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Vitze
(Heh, I suppose that's true, but it's unlikely to matter. I think I need a 20 to pull this off.)
Nixak
I let out a savage hate filled scream from deep within me.
DM (Ephesos)
Both Chak-Tha and Nixak stiffen momentarily, before Nixak screams something about the sun's tears and collapses (0 stamina).
DICE
Khashen rolled 1 20-sided die for Lanrezac: 20
DM (Ephesos)
There is a thunderous clap as the room seems to spin, and the space where Lanrezac was is now occupied by a gleaming blue light. A blur whirls around the ritual circle, dragging a staff that shines with a bright silver light. As it does so, the circle itself peels off of the ground, wadding itself up into a tighter and tighter mesh around Chak-Tha.
When the blur subsides, Lanrezac is left standing in front of Chak-Tha, and the candles have all been blown out. With a serene look on his face, Lanrezac pulls back his staff and drives it into Chak-Tha's face, tossing the lacewing against the far south wall.
The tangle of light explodes around Chak-Tha, and the room spins again, this time at right angles to the way it did before. The movement finally stops as Lanrezac seems to step back into the gleaming blue silhouette he once occupied, and a breeze blows through the basement.
DICE
Khashen rolled 1 20-sided die for Vitze: 20 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
There is another flash as Vitze's form wavers, as if seen through the heat reflecting off of a sandy beach. The next thing you see is three copies of Vitze standing around the elf and the dwarf. They are all holding something... one is holding coins, another several glass bottles, and one is holding a knife.
You witness what almost looks like sped-up bartering, as the copies of Vitze work their magic. The faces of the newcomers slowly change from anger to bewilderment, to fear, and then to a steely resolve. They brandish their weapons, and the gleam nearly blinds you.
The shimmer vanishes, and the four images of Vitze merge back into one. You can't help but notice the murderous look in the newcomers' eyes as they turn to the now-broken lacewing slumped against the wall.
Boregloaf
"Well, that... that's just..." I trail off.
DM (Ephesos)
As the dust finally settles, Chak-Tha staggers to its feet. The lacewing takes a long look at you, and starts to say something. However, the lacewing reconsiders it, and instead reaches for a pouch on its belt.
A moment later, the air is full of smoke.
When it clears, Chak-Tha is nowhere to be seen, but there is now a large chunk of the west wall that isn't there anymore.
Vitze
(Did Lanrezac do his in secret, or am I just blind?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yup, you got it.)
Lanrezac
...Wow.
Kundak
I stare, dumbfounded. "...Phol-phoram above..."
Lanrezac
"Thank you, Sliros." I lean on my staff and look around.
Vitze
(Heh, yeah. Awesome.)
Lanrezac
I walk over to Nixak and check him.
Boregloaf
"Well, we may have weakened Chak-Tha, but they're still not finished."
I examine the hole in the west wall and look for any sign of the lacewing.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Perception)
Kundak
I go through the hole and follow it to wherever it leads.
DM (Ephesos)
There are rather clear footprints in the dust.
Booming sniffs at Nixak's limp form.
Lanrezac
"Kundak, Nixak needs attention."
"Vitze, did you know those guys?"
Vitze
I turn to the elf and the dwarf. "It still isn't finished. Follow, or wait for me here." I take off at a run after the lacewing before they can answer.
Kundak
I come back at hearing Lanrezac's voice. "He does... but I doubt it's the kind I can give him."
"Still..." I cast heal on Lanrezac and Nixak.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Boregloaf
"I'll take some healing, Kundak."
"Preferably a lot."
Lanrezac
"...do we just leave him here?"
I force my last remaining stamina elixir down Nixak's throat.
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf is healed for 6 (spending 1 stamina), and Nixak is healed for 8 (no cost).
Boregloaf
"We could always just carry him."
"It's not like he's going to make his own head explode while he's unconscious."
Lanrezac
(LOL! Oh dear...)
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak manages to not choke on the potion, and regains both 3 stamina and consciousness.
Lanrezac
"Wake up, old lad. You missed the excitement."
I help him to his feet.
Boregloaf
"Hey, Kundak, a bit more healing please?"
Nixak
I pant from my exhaustion.
DM (Ephesos)
The elf and dwarf seem like they're pretty comfortable following you.
Lanrezac
(I would like healing too, please!)
Vitze
(Now, let's get back to the dramatic moment. )
Nixak
"What happened?" I pant.
Kundak
Oh, also, I perform First Aid on Boregloaf.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (First Aid)
Nixak
I fumble around on the floor and pick up the sliver scepter.
Vitze
"We're chasing him!" I shout over my shoulder as I run off.
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf regains another 3 hp as Kundak improvises some bandages.
Boregloaf
"I guess that'll have to do for now. Nixak, are you feeling good enough to run?"
Nixak
I stager up off the floor, "You need me, I'm ready."
Lanrezac
"Then let's roll."
Kundak
I nod and follow Vitze.
Boregloaf
"Good." I follow Vitze.
DM (Ephesos)
You sprint down the passage, which is nothing but a rough stone tunnel. Eventually, you come to another ladder and trapdoor.
Nixak
I follow, making sure Booming is with me.
DM (Ephesos)
The trapdoor is closed, and you can hear plenty o' screaming from up top.
Lanrezac
Up we go.
Vitze
I race up the ladder and throw it open.
Nixak
"Before we go out there you should know that Chak-Tha has help. Someone else is in his head."
Lanrezac
I fly up and out.
DM (Ephesos)
On the other side of the trapdoor, you find yourselves in a closet.
Lanrezac
...
DM (Ephesos)
A very, very cramped closet.
Kundak
(Must... resist... joke...)
DM (Ephesos)
(Now you're trapped in the closet. :P)
There is no immediately-obvious door.
Vitze
(Some of Vitze's best friends live in closets. :P)
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Perception)
Lanrezac
...
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac tumbles back down the ladder.
Lanrezac
Figures.
Kundak
I try to locate a door.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Divination)
Vitze
Illusion check on the walls.
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak's divination skills help him locate a lever, which opens a side of the closet into a huge, expansive stone chamber.
Vitze
Forget that.
DM (Ephesos)
This... this appears to be a vast indoor marketplace.
For slaves.
Vitze
Is the lacewing in here?
Nixak
I quickly stash the scepter back into my pack before leaving the closet.
DM (Ephesos)
Dozens of slaves are packed into narrow pens along the edges of the walls, all races present. And it looks like there used to be a few more buyers, before a bloodied and enraged Chak-Tha appeared.
Currently, the lacewing stands above the body of a large, richly-dressed dragonborn. Two empty glass vials sit by its feet.
Boregloaf
"Hmm."
Lanrezac
I try to shield myself again.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Nixak
Blank Slate on Chak-Tha.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
(No grid this time, btw.)
Kundak
I cast Marble Avalanche on Chak-Tha.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha greets you with a snarl, and a pair of flaming daggers. They strike both Boregloaf and Vitze's elf friend for 6 damage.
Vitze
I cast Corrosion on the lock on the door of the nearest slave cage. "Kill it, and you'll be free!"
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Then the daggers both explode. Literally, explode.
Saving throws, everyone.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Saving Throw)
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Saving Throw)
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Saving Throw)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Saving Throw)
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Saving Throw)
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak and Kundak both take 8 fire damage from the blast, and everyone else takes 4 instead.
Vitze's elf friend staggers from the blast and falls over, unconscious. The dwarf's beard is now on fire.
Boregloaf
I charge Chak-Tha. "Surrender!"
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
Lanrezac's shield flickers to life a little too late, as if he had briefly forgotten it.
Boregloaf
Once I reach the lacewing, I attack with the longsword.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha leaps above the marbles, its face a mask of agony and rage.
Boregloaf charges forward, also leaping over the marbles, and is rewarded with a long gash along Chak-Tha's leg.
Vitze dissolves the door of the slave cage, but neglected to notice that the slaves are also chained together. And to the wall.
Chak-Tha pulls out another pair of daggers, and flings them at Lanrezac and Kundak. Both of them find themselves pinned to the floor, and both of them take 7 damage.
Lanrezac
"Heal me, please!"
Vitze
I cast Corrosion on the chain holding the slaves to the wall.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha begins cackling in a disconcertingly-singsong pattern.
The cackling turns to song, a grating atonal mess.
Chak-Tha
"Little bugs, little bugs, walking on the sand. Little bugs, little bugs, crushed beneath my hand..."
Vitze
"The only bug that's getting crushed is you!"
DM (Ephesos)
The chain on the wall snaps almost instantly, and the slaves cower against the wall.
Boregloaf
Where has the lacewing been pulling all of his daggers? From his belt?
DM (Ephesos)
(Bandolier.)
Chak-Tha
"Do you hear the footsteps? Do you feel the burn? Little bugs, little bugs, soon you all will learn!"
Lanrezac
“In the name of Zarusa, ruler of Quera, we have come to execute justice. Sliros, aid me.” I cast scrambling on him.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Lanrezac
Oh, I also try to pull out the knife.
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Saving Throw)
Nixak
I reach back into my pack and pull out the scepter and hold it up trying to focus my powers through it like I did at the Oracle and mind duel Chak-Tha. "Face me with out the aid of the other Chak-Tha or do you not trust your own strength?"
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
The scramble fails to scramble, though Lanrezac successfully pulls out the knife.
Boregloaf
Attack again:
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf leaps at the lacewing again, slicing at Chak-Tha's foot successfully.
Nixak
I wince in pain as I stare at Chak-Tha.
DICE
Khashen rolled 1 20-sided die for Kundak: 20
DM (Ephesos)
A blinding flash of light fills the room, and you feel as though you are all being watched. What happens next is felt, rather than seen or heard.
A gust of wind as Kundak simply walks through the knife that pins him to the wall. A cool refreshing breeze as a pair of gleaming scaly wings extend from his back. A sudden pressure on your faces as he lifts into the air, inexplicably holding his salad tongs.
A burst of heat as nine shurikens shoot from the grip of the salad tongs, each in succession. And a howl of rage that you can feel in your gut as each one strikes Chak-Tha. When the light finally subsides, Kundak is on the other side of the room, perched atop a cage full of slaves, and Chak-Tha has nine tightly-clustered burn marks on its torso.
Lanrezac
"Rock on, Kundak."
DM (Ephesos)
One of the slaves feebly claps.
Boregloaf
(No gyroscope?)
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha, bloodied, bruised, and burned, stands up. You can hear its joints creaking in agony, even through the lacewing's prolonged scream.
Chak-Tha
"Little bugs will burn!"
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing leaps into the air, singed and punctured wings somehow keeping it aloft.
Chak-Tha, eyes ablaze, yanks its bandolier out from its cloak, flipping all the blades into the air.
Boregloaf
"Take cover!"
DM (Ephesos)
Casting a single finger across the tumbling blades, each one catches fire in turn.
Vitze
I follow Boregloaf's adivce, and dive onto my face.
Lanrezac
I flit out of the way.
Kundak
I try to take cover as well.
DM (Ephesos)
Grabbing two of them before unleashing the rest, Chak-Tha sprays daggers across the entire room.
Saving throws.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Saving Throw)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Saving Throw)
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Saving Throw)
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Saving Throw)
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Saving Throw)
Lanrezac
Oh no. Not with HP as low as mine...
Nixak
(So who all died?)
DM (Ephesos)
Incredibly, Kundak dives behind a thick wooden desk just in time, and manages to avoid being burned.
The rest of the party, however, is not so lucky. The damage breaks down thusly:
Vitze is unable to find cover, and is hit by half a dozen blades, dealing 11 damage. Lanrezac finds a flimsy table, but enough blades get through to deal 5 damage. Boregloaf, standing maybe ten feet away, is caught for 7 damage. And Nixak, still distracted from prying into Chak-Tha's mind, is caught unawares for 8 damage.
Lanrezac
Whew.
Kundak, about that healing...
Kundak
(Jesus... Only Boregloaf has more than 4 HP...)
(yeah, on it.)
DM (Ephesos)
Vitze is left bloodied and unconscious, at 0 hp and 2 stamina. And Nixak is in a similar predicament, at 0 hp and 1 stamina.
Lanrezac
(I sure hope we find out who this guy and what he is doing before the end...he's a pretty opponent!)
DM (Ephesos)
There really isn't anything left of Vitze's new friends. Nothing conscious or un-burned, anyway.
Kundak
Alright, group heal. 2 stamina. Any chance of not rolling that?
DM (Ephesos)
Nope.
Kundak
Damn... Here goes...
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Kundak
(Well, better than a 1)
Nixak
(Is Booming still alive?)
DM (Ephesos)
Booming hid behind a desk, and you hear a tiny squeak.
Kundak
(Guys, after this, if there is ANYTHING you are holding back, NOW is a VERY GOOD TIME.)
DM (Ephesos)
The bleeding stops for both Nixak and Vitze, and both are healed for 7. They are still unconscious for this round. Everyone else is healed for 4.
Vitze
(I've still got a blinding bomb. I was planning to use it to escape from those two guys, but it seems unnecessary now.)
Nixak
(Vitze is so...cunning.)
Lanrezac
(Heheehee!)
Kundak
(Thank god... I may still be in one-shot range, but at least a stiff breeze won't knock me out)
Boregloaf
(How much stamina do you have left, Kundak?)
Kundak
(1)
Lanrezac
"Sliros, you remember the time back in Quera when we talked? I could really use the help executing for those innocents..." I glug my last healing elixir, then spend a stamina to cast another locking spell. (Religion check, then spell roll)
DICE
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Religion)
Lanrezac rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Boregloaf
How high is Chak-Tha off the ground?
DM (Ephesos)
(Eh, about 10 feet.)
Lanrezac regains 6 hp, and casts a locking spell at Chak-Tha, who immediately cuts through it with a burning knife. The remains of the bubble scatter.
Lanrezac
"Boregloaf, this might be a good time to use Khashen's gift for something amazing!" (use WoW bonus to benefit whatever Boregloaf does next)
Nixak
(I'm getting ready Nixak's last words.)
Boregloaf
I pick up the two nearest daggers (which are hopefully still on fire) and throw them at the lacewing.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Lanrezac
(Presenting...the Dagger-throwing Boregloaf! Now with Wise-word Bonus!)
DM (Ephesos)
Boregloaf picks up the smoldering daggers and takes aim.
Boregloaf
"Someone get Vitze and Nixak behind cover."
Lanrezac
I fly over and grab Nixak and drag him away.
DM (Ephesos)
Chak-Tha begins to chant something, once more in a language you cannot comprehend. You hear a door open somewhere in the building.
There is a horrible rending noise as the daggers pass through Chak-Tha's burned and maimed body.
Chak-Tha's lifeless body hits the ground. Before you can examine it, it seems to simply dissolve into a thick black smoke, leaving a scorch-mark behind on the ground.
For a moment, nobody moves. Then, you turn to look at the open door at the other end of the chamber. Into the room walks a very strange sight... a minotaur, dressed in fine silks. Minotaurs are rare, and civilized ones are nearly unheard of.
He calmly strides towards you, unmoved by the devastation in the room.
In a soothing, deep voice, he speaks to you.
Laredos
"My name is Laredos. Don't bother trying to remember it."
DM (Ephesos)
He waves his hand, and your minds start to wander...
As you leave Sarden, you cannot help but reflect on your smashing success. You stopped the feud between Rikkla and Trassak, escaped with your skins, and even killed the bastard elf responsible for the assassination of Lord Hakkel. Life, at least for the moment, is good.
DM (Ephesos)
Still, you can't help but think you left something unfinished... It is only when you return to Quera that your memories start to return, and you are left with questions that even Zarusa cannot answer. Perhaps a trip to see the Oracle is in order...
DM (Ephesos)
End Session.
End Campaign.
